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Need another word that means the same as “final”? Find 23 synonyms and 30 related words
for “final” in this overview.
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The synonyms of “Final” are: last, concluding, terminal, net, closing, ultimate,
eventual, endmost, irrevocable, unalterable, absolute, conclusive, irrefutable,
incontrovertible, indisputable, unappealable, unchallengeable, binding, final exam,
final examination, decider, final game, final match

Final as a Noun

Definitions of "Final" as a noun

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “final” as a noun can have the following
definitions:

An examination administered at the end of an academic term.
The principal note in a mode.
A series of examinations at the end of a degree course.
The final approach of an aircraft to the runway it will be landing on.
An examination at the end of a term, school year, or particular class.
The final match between the winners of all previous matches in an elimination
tournament.
A series of games constituting the final stage of a competition.
The last game in a sports tournament or other competition, which will decide the
winner of the tournament.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Final" as a noun (5 Words)

decider A game, goal, point, etc. that settles a contest or series of contests.
A tense promotion decider.

final exam An examination administered at the end of an academic term.

final examination The final match between the winners of all previous matches in an
elimination tournament.

final game An examination administered at the end of an academic term.

final match The final match between the winners of all previous matches in an
elimination tournament.
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Usage Examples of "Final" as a noun

The World Cup finals.
The plane piloted by Richards was on finals.
She was doing her history finals.
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Final as an Adjective

Definitions of "Final" as an adjective

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “final” as an adjective can have the following
definitions:

Occurring at or forming an end or termination.
Not to be altered or undone.
Conclusive in a process or progression.
Allowing no further doubt or dispute.
Reached or designed to be reached as the outcome of a process or a series of actions
and events.
Coming at the end of a series.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Final" as an adjective (18 Words)

absolute
Viewed or existing independently and not in relation to other things; not
relative or comparative.
Absolute loyalty.

binding Executed with proper legal authority.
A binding contract.

closing Final or ending.
The closing scene of the film.

concluding Occurring at or forming an end or termination.
His concluding words came as a surprise.

conclusive (of a victory) achieved easily or by a large margin.
Conclusive proof.

endmost Nearest to the end.

https://grammartop.com/absolute-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/closing-synonyms
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eventual
Occurring or existing at the end of or as a result of a process or period
of time.
It s impossible to predict the eventual outcome of the competition.

incontrovertible Necessarily or demonstrably true.
Incontrovertible proof of the defendant s innocence.

indisputable Impossible to doubt or dispute.
Indisputable or sure proof.

irrefutable Impossible to deny or disprove.
Irrefutable evidence.

irrevocable Incapable of being retracted or revoked- Shakespeare.
An irrevocable step.

last Lowest in rank or importance.
The last day of the month.

net Remaining after all deductions.
The net result.

terminal Of a condition forming the last stage of a terminal disease.
A terminal date.

ultimate Being the last or concluding element of a series.
Man s ultimate destiny.

unalterable Not able to be changed.
Unalterable resolve.

unappealable Not subject to appeal.

unchallengeable Generally agreed upon; not subject to dispute.
Unchallengeable facts.

https://grammartop.com/eventual-synonyms
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Usage Examples of "Final" as an adjective

The decision of the judging panel is final.
The final chapter.
The judge's decision is final.
The final cost will easily run into six figures.
The final version of the report was presented.
The final answer.
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Associations of "Final" (30 Words)

closing The act of closing something.
The closing stages of the election.

coda
The concluding section of a dance, especially of a pas de deux or the finale
of a ballet in which the dancers parade before the audience.
The first movement ends with a fortissimo coda.

completion The action or process of completing or finishing something.
The risk stays with the seller until completion.

conclude Come to a close.
We found some bread which we concluded to eat.

conclusion A proposition that is reached from given premises.
He drew his conclusions quickly.

conclusive
(of evidence or argument) having or likely to have the effect of proving a
case; decisive.
Conclusive evidence.

https://grammartop.com/closing-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/conclude-synonyms
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consequent Logically consistent.
The period of tension and consequent need for military preparedness.

culmination A final climactic stage.
Their achievements stand as a culmination of centuries of development.

decease Die.
He deceased at his palace of Croydon.

deciding Having the power or quality of deciding.
Cast the deciding vote.

demise A person’s death.
The manor and the mill were demised for twenty one year terms.

destination The place designated as the end (as of a race or journey.
He was nearly exhausted as their destination came into view.

determinative Having the power or quality of deciding.
The employer s view is not determinative of the issue.

end
The state of affairs that a plan is intended to achieve and that when
achieved terminates behavior intended to achieve it.
You could end up with a higher income.

ending The act of ending something.
A nerve ending.

epilogue A final or concluding act or event.
The epilogue told what eventually happened to the main characters.

expiry The end of the period for which something is valid.
The expiry of the six month period.

extremity The greatest or utmost degree.
The terror of an animal in extremity.

finale The concluding part of any performance.
A fireworks finale.

finality The fact or impression of being final and irreversible.
Death is the ultimate finality.

finis The end (printed at the end of a book or shown at the end of a film).
The market was up at the finish.

finish Provide with a finish.
The interior was finished with American oak.

finishing The act of finishing.
The speaker s finishing was greeted with applause.

hemline The line formed by the lower edge of a skirt or coat.
Modest dress means that hemlines must be below the knee.

https://grammartop.com/decease-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/demise-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/destination-synonyms
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last The last or lowest in an ordering or series.
Lion Cavern came from last in a slowly run race.

outcome A phenomenon that follows and is caused by some previous phenomenon.
It is the outcome of the vote that counts.

peroration The concluding section of an oration.
He again invoked the theme in an emotional peroration.

termination
The act of ending something.
For many conditions a large proportion of people say they would not
consider a termination.

windup A concluding action.
Windup toys.

wrought Made or fashioned in the specified way.
Well wrought pop music.


